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Restored cycle path opens - by Andrew Jessopp ZWM
Work parties - made up of volunteers from Britannia
International, One World Centre, IOM FOE, ZWM and
Transition IOM and coordinated by Douglas
Development Partnership manager, Chris Pyecroft, ably
assisted by several Douglas Corporation parks’
department workers - have made remarkable
improvements to the old cycle path adjacent to the
Nunnery grounds in Douglas.
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Volunteers put their back in to
Working on two consecutive weekends in October, the
20 or so workers have cleared and re-laid about a mile
laying the new surface
of hard surfacing along the
route from the entrance to the Nunnery to the Middle River
estate in Pulrose.
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The renewed path starts to
take shape
On the Buses - by Muriel 4
Garland

Jurby Polytunnel project
progresses
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The first week saw 40 tonnes of type one stone, a
hardcore type material laid - mostly by hand - over the
rougher and more flood prone areas of the path; with 54
tonnes of a finer top cover (consisting of ‘dust’, a ‘recycled’
quarry waste) laid the following weekend. All the material
was provided by the Dept. of Infrastructure’s Stoney
Mountain quarry.

The process was considerably speeded up the first
weekend by the free loan, persuasively negotiated by
Andy North, of an additional dumper truck and compactor
from HSS plant hire services.
As part of the project a series of information boards have
been erected along the route and explain some of the
more interesting things that can be viewed from the path.
The path was officially opened on
Saturday, 23rd October 2010, by
Dept. of Infrastructure Minister, and
Transition supporter, Phil Gawne
MHK who hoped this would be the
first of many such schemes.

Latest News:
• Sorry to say but the
planned IOM FOE
Rob Hopkins and
Alexis Rowell event
for November 10th
has been postponed
till ‘maybe’ next
Spring? – this means
the monthly meeting
WILL be on at the
Green Centre that
night.

Climate change could cause
more of this

Phil Gawne gets ready to cut the tape

Also present at the opening were
representatives of Britannia
International - including a former
Island chief minister, Sir Miles
Walker - Chris Pyecroft, several of
the volunteers who helped lay the
new surface and a number of keen

cyclists who couldn’t wait to try out the path.
The project organizers hope this small project will act as a launch pad for the
completion of the more ambitious coast-to-coast path from Douglas to Peel following
the line of the old railway.
If the same enthusiasm is shown, as has been in over a couple of weekends, then it
should only be a matter of time before this proposal will become a reality.
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Washday blues? - by George Fincher MEAC
Having got the washing done, it then needs to be dried. The high
energy method of drying is to use a tumble dryer driven by a supply of
electricity (the MEA will happily sell you the electricity – kchink). The
low energy method is to hang the washing out on a cloths line in a nice
sunny breeze.
The low energy method is obviously to be encouraged from a CO2
reduction point of view, and also provides some monetary savings as a
bonus.
However, a sunny breezy day cannot be guaranteed, especially in
winter. Also if a family has young children then the amount of washing
generated is such that washing needs to be done nearly every day.
Washing not drying?
Why not put it under
cover!

So is the only option for such a family to invest in a tumble dryer (hello
MEA again – kchink)? The answer can be no, with a little effort.
A way round the problem is to find an area, ideally south facing but
east or west will also do as a compromise. The area can then be
covered by a simple 'car porch' style weather cover to provide
protection from the rain but still allow the wind to blow through. Some
side protection may also be included if the position is very exposed.
A cloths line fitted under the cover will allow the cloths to be dried even
on a wet day, with perhaps a short finishing run in the tumble dryer. Out
at work all day? – no problem, just hang out the washing and return
home later without having to worry that all the good work has been
undone by that last shower of rain.
If the covered area is around the back door of the house it will also
provide some weather protection when using the house rear entrance –
there's a bonus.

What have you done,
or commitments made
to reduce your C02
emissions in 2010 and
beyond?

Creativity on display
at Laxey

Muriel & Phil
hit the streets

And now they are all
clean and sparkly
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10:10:10 - A day of action on the IOM
Master Composters sharing ideas and experiences

Get shovelling - there is
a lot to do!
The Laxey Wheel - a fitting setting for a
sustainability event
The Laxey Wheel was bustling with activity
Sunday 10th October as the One World Centre
and Manx National Heritage worked to place the
Island on the 10:10:10 map. The event at the
Laxey Wheel was one of 7347 events in 188
countries around the world that ‘got to work on the
climate crisis.’ The 10:10:10 global campaign,
conceived by 350.org was the biggest day of
practical action to cut carbon emissions that the
world has ever seen.
Throughout the week, volunteers worked with
Katie Keenan, Administrator and Events
Coordinator from the One World Centre to clear
cycle paths around the Island, together with
education workshops by Stephanie Gray, Ecoschools coordinator, Jo Callister Manx Curriculum
Advisor for the Department of Education and
Children and Anthea Young Education Services
Officer for Manx National Heritage, taught children
in local schools more about the 350 message.

Just a bit of rubbish
then?

My roller is bigger than yours

Bob the Builder dumps
another load of stone

White finger
anyone?

“The Laxey Wheel was a
fitting location to host an
event as the construction of
the Lady Isabella was
engineered to pump water
from the mines in a time of
limited fossil fuel on the
Island. The fact that metal ore
could be mined due to
waterpower reiterates the
ongoing pursuit to seek
natural resources both then
and now”.

Samba
Mann drum
up some
CO2
beating
music

The importance of bees are explained
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Campaigning for the Island’s environment

On the buses
by Muriel Garland ZWM
When the hew hospital was first opened in
2003 I wrote to the bus company asking why the Number
9 bus, which went past the hospital roundabout, didn’t
actually go up to the front entrance.
The reply was that it would add 2 minutes to the
journey and when the new hospital was built the bus
company was not given any extra money to provide a
service to the hospital. 7 years later there is a much
improved bus service to the hospital.
Suddenly everything’s changing and everybody’s
talking about the buses. It’s a long time since there has
been so much discussion about this Cinderella service.
Timetables have been changed, routes altered and
more information provided. And all presented in a large
A4 format making it easy to read and understand. OK
there have been some teething troubles but generally the
new timetable has been well received. It was certainly
needed.
As environmentalists we are very pleased that
more people are being encouraged to use the buses and
the mysteries of routes and timetables are being
revealed.

Jurby Polytunnel Project Progresses
A few months back, Zero Waste Mann
was approached regarding support for a
project that would enable prisoners to
‘grow their own’ fruit and veg at the
prison: and support was agreed.
As you will see from the attached picture,
the tunnel is now up, in fact it is slightly
further on from these pictures because it
has been back filled around the edges.
You can also see the beds were prepared
well with manure prior to the tunnel going
up just to
give a better
start (they
didn’t want
picks and
shovels
being
wielded
inside the
finished
tunnel for obvious reasons!).
An official opening will take place in due
course and further reports will follow.

We don’t expect people to use the bus every day.
Sometimes it is more convenient to go by car, especially
when you have heavy shopping to carry. But taking the
bus occasionally means you don’t have to find
somewhere to
park and you
are cutting
down on petrol
use. 20 people
on the bus
means 20 fewer
cars on the
roads.
So
when the dust
settles and the
new timetable
Hold very tight please!
comes out in a
Photo by www.iomguide.com
handy A5
format take a look and see if there’s a bus that would take
you to your destination. Discounted tickets are available if
you make regular journeys and there is even talk of an
‘Oyster card’ system being introduced.
Now that really will be revolutionary. I only hope it
doesn’t take 7 years before they bring it in.
For information about bus, rail and trams see
www.iombusandrail.info or phone 662525

